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The Model for Improvement (MfI) is a tool for developing, testing 
and implementing change. The Model consists of two parts that are of equal importance:

• Step 1: The ‘thinking part’ consists of Three Fundamental Questions that are essential
for guiding your improvement work.

• Step 2: The ‘doing’/’testing’ part is made up of Plan, Do, Study, Act (PDSA) cycles that
will help you test and implement change.
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3. What changes can we make that will lead to an improvement?
List the ways you can achieve your goal.
By answering this question you will develop the IDEAS that you can test to achieve your goal

Step 1: Three Fundamental Questions

1. What are we trying to accomplish?
By answering this question you will develop your GOAL for improvement. 
Each new GOAL (1st Fundamental Question) will require a new Model for Improvement

2. How will we know that a change is an improvement?
By answering this question you will develop MEASURES to track the achievement of your goal

Practice: 

Date:

PDSA Cycle # :
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Step 2: Ideas

Idea 1

Idea 2

Idea 3

Idea 4

Idea 5

Idea 6

Step 3: ‘Doing’/’Testing’ 

Idea 
Pick one of your ideas 

Plan
What exactly will you do? Include what, who, when, where, predictions & data to be collected

Who: 

When: 

Where: 

What:

Predictions:                   

Data to be collected: 
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Act
What will you take forward from this cycle? What is your next step / PDSA cycle?

Do
Was the plan completed? Document any unexpected events or problems

Study
Record, analyse and reflect on the results

Carry out the plan.


	Text24: Test Practice
	Date25_af_date: xx/xx/xxxx
	Text26: 
	Text27: Our goal is to increase cervical screening rates within our eligible patient population.
	Text28: We will be able to monitor changes by extracting baseline data to identify the number of never screened and under screened patients and monitor changes in data each month.
	Text29: Level 1 Activity (introductory): Perform a data clean-up within the clinical software
Level 2 Activity (intermediate): Run a patient education campaign about self collection 
Level 3 Activity (more advanced): Set up an annual cervical screening data audit
	Text31: Run a PENCAT search to find patients who are under-screened or never screened for cervical screening and send a recall
	Text32: Create a patient education campaign on cervical self-collection using the National Cervical Screening Program pamphlets and posters
	Text33: Start a monthly nurse led cervical screening clinic incorporating the option of self-collection 
	Text34: Survey patients to understand barriers to cervical screening within the practice 
	Text35: Conduct a clean up of relevant data by deleting inactive patients, then removing duplicate or incorrect recalls and reminders
	Text36: Review the daily appoinment list and flag any patients who are eligible and due for cervical screening
	Text37: Run a PENCAT search to find patients who are under-screened or never screened for cervical screening and send a recall
	Text38: Practice manager (PM) to lead the activity, whole practice team to be involved
	Text39: On the first Wednesday of every month
	Text40: At the clinic in dedicated room
	Text41: Generate patient list using PENCAT search (link in toolkit) and send recall text
	Text42: Under-screened and never screened rates will decrease by 10% over one year
	Text43: % of under-screened and never screened eligible patients
	Text44: PM ran the PENCAT search and generated a list of under and never screened patients.  Reception team assisted by sending recalls.  Doctors and nurses noticed an increase in patients presenting for cervical screening.  Setting aside dedicated time was a challenge. 
	Text45: Data on the percentage of under-screened and never screened eligible patients was recorded each month and displayed for the practice team to review. Our practice has seen a monthly decrease of 10% in the number of patients who are under or never screened for cervical cancer.
	Text46: We plan to start a dedicated nurse led cervical screening clinic incorporating the option for self collection next.


